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Abstract: The study area falls within the Tisa Plain, which the Mures River crosses in its eastern sector, forming a corridor of 140 km. This sector is composed of loamy silt and loess deposits that create rain water stagnation. Morphologically, the sector consists of the heights that get lower from 150 m in the east to less than 100 m in the west, given these data; the slope of the basin area has very low values. In lowland areas, groundwater is formed at great depths and it slightly fills the river.

The length of the Mures River in the studied sector is 53.4 km. The Mures Floodplain National Park is located here and includes the embankment part of the Mures River. This is the area located on both sides of the river, between high terraces, with great tourist attractions: the specific landscape of meadow, the 200 species existing bird, remarkable biodiversity, water lily pond from the Prundul Mare reservation.
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1. HEC-RAS PROGRAM

HEC-RAS program was used to determine the floods level in that area. HEC - RAS (4.0) is a program developed by the US Department of Defense, Army Corps of Engineers in order to manage the rivers, harbors, and other public works under their jurisdiction.

Hydrologic Engineering Center for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers aims to one-dimensional hydrological analysis of rivers and includes four types of analysis: the calculation of water surface for steady flow, flow simulation variables, the study of solid flow and water quality analysis. Common to these types of analysis are cross sections of the river and the geometric and hydraulic calculation principles. The application is an interactive multi-tasking software system that includes a usual graphical user interface, an analysis of the components, data storage, graphics and easy reports. The main objective of the program is to calculate the water surface at all points of interest.

The interface provides for the following functions:

- file management
- data entry and editing
- river analyses
- tabulation and graphical displays of input and output data
- reporting facilities
- on-line help

2. MODELING PRINCIPLES

a. The modeling of the dynamic behavior of the river is based on the momentum and energy conservation equations that are solved by finite difference method.

\[ Y_1x + \frac{\Delta x}{2} = Y_2 + \frac{\Delta x}{2} + \frac{\Delta x}{2} + k_e \]

where:
- \(Y_1\) and \(Y_2\) are the levels in cross sections;
- \(\Delta x\) represents the riverbed elevation;
- \(\Delta x\) represents the riverbed elevation;
- \(k_e\) speed weighting coefficients;
- \(\Delta x\) energy loss

Fig. 1. Representation in terms of energy equation

b. The program can analyze the riverbed segments whose roughness coefficient is different.

c. Contraction and expansion coefficient:
\[ h_z = L \left[ S_f \right] + C \left[ \frac{g v^2}{2a^2} - \frac{g v^2}{2g} \right] \]  

Where:

\( L \) is the distance between two sections;

\( (S_f) \) represents the friction due to the slope between the two sections;

\( C \) is the loss shrinkage / expansion coefficient

- for flow rates below the critical flow rate, \( C = 0.1, 0.3 \)
- for higher flow rates than the critical flow rate, \( C = 0.01, 0.03 \)
- for very steep flow channels larger than the critical flow rate, \( C = 0.05 \)

3. CALCULATION PROCEDURE

Water surface level in a section is determined by iterations of equations (1) and (2).

a. the water level in an upstream section is implied;

b. the correspondence between the flow rate and the highest speed is determined;

c. the equation (2) for \( h_z \) is solved using the values obtained in (b);

d. the equation (1) for water level in section 2 is solved using the values of (b) and (c);

e. the solved water level value is compared with the amount assumed in (a). These steps are repeated until an acceptable tolerance is obtained.

Upon request, we can calculate the critical level

4. LIMITS OF THE PROGRAM:

The debit is constant because the time dependent term is not included in the energy equation.

The slope limit must be smaller than 1:10 and it is based on the fact that the equation of the energy:

\[ H_p = d \cos \theta \]  

Where:

\( H_p \) este presiunea pe verticali

\( d \) is the depth of the water analyzed perpendicular on the thalweg / contour line

\( \theta \) is the riverbed slope expressed in degrees

For 1:10 or less, \( \cos \theta = 0.995 \). This way, the vertical pressure is approximately \( d \) and the estimation of the depth is low, the error being of 5%.

The loss of energy is evaluated through friction and through coefficients of contraction/expansion.

In calculations, changes made by bridge, culvert, barrage and dam blockings, as well as river junctions, etc, may also be considered.

The special characteristics of this program include: multiple analyze plans, multiple profiles of calculation, bridges and dams, etc.

When the transversal sections are located at a big distance, the program may not be accurate in calculating the critical level. HEC-RAS has the ability to generate transversal sections through geometrical interpolates between two different sections. The interpolation is based on the modeling of a row like so:

5. DATA NEEDED

Geometric data are necessary in the first place. The model defines geometric data, drawing the river scheme firstly. The cross sections upstream and downstream and the possible dams, bridges and drains are defined, and they may change the hydraulic data. It can then be proceeded with entering the constant flow rate data. These data will contain the number of profiles to be calculated, the flow and edge conditions. If a constant flow below the critical flow is analyzed, conditions are necessary only in the downstream edge. For a rate above the critical flow, it is necessary to specify the upstream edge conditions.

The hydraulic calculation goes next.

6. THE MURES RIVER LEVEL STUDY
For the Mures River, Arad area, HEC RAS software was used, having as a starting point Arad hydrometric station and as a terminus, Nadlac hydrometric station, located on the border with Hungary. The coordinates of hydrometric stations in the profile, where the main sections can also be found, are:

Arad: 21019 'eastern longitude 46 010 'north latitude
Nadlac: 20040 'eastern longitude 46 008 'north latitude

i.e.:
Arad: \( x = y = 525 107 215 655 \)
Nadlac: \( x = y = 523 936 165 299 \)

Geometric data is entered by pressing Reaver Reach, after establishing the measuring units and the proper framing of the coordinates in the drawing. The form of the river can be drawn by clicking the mouse on the main points that are determined by the coordinates of stations considered.

Known cross section data is then inserted by means of the cross section button.
The results are shown by a table synthesizer.

Fig. 15 Longitudinal profile

7. CONCLUSIONS

The role of the application is to analyze the role of riverbed rising water levels to determine the effects of flood waves.

As a first application, we introduced the constant flow of 1440 m$^3$/s, which represents the flow rate at 5% probability for that area. As a result, the river level reached 88.21 meters at Nadlac, a level that is below the rate of flooding, while the critical level is 86.07m.

For Arad, the level reached 105.42 m which is also situated below the flood rate. The second application has been made for constant flow rate of 1% probability that is 2550 m$^3$/s.

Surface water level registered at Arad hydrometric station was 107.20 m and 89.73 m at Nadlac. Water levels also ranked below the rates of flooding, even in intermediate sections, which means that the area will be flooded even in terms of a flow rate of 1% probability.
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